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Abstract: Assessing the impact of variation in chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA (the plasmotype) on 31 

plant phenotypes is challenging due to the difficulty in separating their effect from nuclear derived 32 

variation (the nucleotype). By using haploid inducer lines as plasmotype donors we employed an 33 

efficient and precise method to generate a panel comprising all possible cytonuclear combinations 34 

(cybrids) of seven Arabidopsis thaliana accessions. We screened these lines for different plant 35 

performance parameters, yielding 1008 phenotypes. Plasmotype-induced phenotypic variation is 36 

highly epistatic with nuclear variation and can be of large effect, i.e. increasing plant biomass by as 37 

much as 23%. Four times as much variation is explained by cytonuclear interactions as opposed to an 38 

additive effect of the plasmotype. This quick and precise method allows the detection of cytonuclear 39 

interactions, and may allow improving plant performance through efficient screening for favourable 40 

nucleus-organelle combinations.   41 

 42 

Main Text: Mitochondria and chloroplasts play essential roles in plant respiration, photosynthesis and 43 

primary metabolism. Their genomes contain genes essential for these processes, but their functioning 44 

requires tight coordination with the nucleus since the majority of organellar proteins are encoded in the 45 

nucleus. This dependence, together with signaling pathways that modulate nuclear and organellar 46 

gene expression (Kleine and Leister, 2016), can cause complex interactions and non-additive, non-47 

linear effects (epistasis). The phenotypic consequences of epistasis can be detected when a 48 

plasmotype causes phenotypic effects in combination with some, but not all nuclear backgrounds. 49 

Indeed, recent studies suggest that cytonuclear epistasis is not uncommon (Joseph et al., 2013; 50 

Joseph et al., 2013; Tang et al., 2014; Roux et al., 2016). In contrast to simpler predictable additive 51 

effects, in which a plasmotype causes consistent changes with any nucleus it is combined with, 52 

epistasis is unpredictable when its underlying causes are unknown. 53 

Organellar sequence variation is relevant from an agricultural as well as evolutionary 54 

perspective (Levings, 1990; Bock et al., 2014; Dobler et al., 2014), but to understand, or utilize it, it is 55 

necessary to assess its additive and epistatic components. To do so, and to study plasmotypic 56 

variation, dedicated methods have been developed to separate nuclear from mitochondrial and 57 

chloroplastic effects. Reciprocal-cross designs, where nucleotypes segregate in different plasmotypic 58 

backgrounds, revealed plasmotype-specific quantitative trait loci (Joseph et al., 2013; Tang et al., 59 

2014), but in these populations the variation from just two plasmotypes is assessed. A wider range of 60 
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plasmotypes can be studied using backcross designs where plasmotypes are introgressed into 61 

different nuclear backgrounds (Miclaus et al., 2016; Roux et al., 2016), but backcross approaches are 62 

lengthy and any undetected nuclear introgressions may confound the results.  63 

To precisely and rapidly address the contribution of organellar variation to plant phenotypes, 64 

we explored the use of a haploid inducer line available in Arabidopsis (GFP-tailswap) (Ravi and Chan, 65 

2010). This line expresses a GFP-tagged CENTROMERE HISTONE 3 protein in a cenh3/htr12 mutant 66 

background. When pollinated with a wild-type plant, the GFP-tailswap nuclear genome is lost from the 67 

zygote through uniparental genome elimination, generating haploid offspring (Fig. 1). Since the 68 

plasmotype of the resulting offspring is maternal in origin, the haploid offspring are cybrids, combining 69 

a paternal nucleus with the maternal GFP-tailswap mitochondria and chloroplasts. These haploid 70 

plants produce diploid (doubled haploid) offspring following genome duplication or restitutional meiosis 71 

(Ravi and Chan, 2010). Using the GFP-tailswap it is possible to generate cybrids in two generations, 72 

and in just four generations for all possible nucleotype-plasmotype combinations (Fig. 1A and 1B) 73 

(Kindiger and Hamann, 1993; Ravi and Chan, 2010; Ravi et al., 2014). We set out to test the use of 74 

this approach to investigate how plasmotypic variation affects plant phenotypes and to what extent this 75 

variation manifests itself as additive variation or as cytonuclear epistasis.  76 

Seven different Arabidopsis accessions were selected: six that represent a snapshot of natural 77 

variation, and one accession (Ely) that has a large-effect mutation in the chloroplast-encoded PsbA 78 

gene which results in reduced photosystem II efficiency and a constitutively oxidized plastoquinone 79 

pool under light-limited conditions (El-Lithy et al., 2005; Flood et al., 2014). The Ely accession was 80 

included to evaluate the consequence of a strong plasmotype effect in our test-panel. We first 81 

generated haploid inducers for all seven plasmotypes and then used each inducer to generate cybrid 82 

offspring for all seven nucleotypes (Fig. 1C). Wild-type nucleotype-plasmotype combinations were also 83 

regenerated in this way (hereafter referred to as self-cybrids) to later compare these with their wild-84 

type progenitors. Nuclear, mitochondrial and chloroplastic genotypes of cybrids were verified by whole 85 

genome sequencing, confirming that the cybrid genotypes were as expected and there were no 86 

nuclear introgressions (Supplementary Fig. 1 and 2). SNP data were used to generate neighbor 87 

joining trees for the nuclear, mitochondrial and chloroplastic genomes (Supplementary Fig. 3). The 88 

nucleotypes are approximately equidistant whilst the mitochondrial and chloroplastic genomes showed 89 

larger variance in relatedness, with Sha being most diverged.   90 
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 91 

Figure 1. Generation of a cybrid test panel. A) Haploid-inducers (HI) can function as plasmotype 92 

donors when used as a female parent. In this case, uniparental genome elimination (red arrow) leads 93 

to a haploid offspring plant with the nucleotype of the wild-type (WT) male parent, but the plasmotype 94 

of the HI mother. B) Generation of a HI line with a new plasmotype. A cross of a wild type (female) 95 

with a HI (male) results in a hybrid F1. A diploid F1 is selected in which no genome elimination has 96 

occurred. Self-fertilization generates an F2 population in the plasmotype of the wild-type mother. From 97 

this an F2 is selected that is homozygous for the cenh3/htr12 mutation, but carries the GFP-tailswap. 98 

This F2 plant is a new HI line and can serve as plasmotype donor when used as female in crosses. 99 

Vertical bars represent the nucleotype, and the ovals represent the plasmotype. HI centromeres are 100 

indicated in green (signifying GFP-tagged CENH3/HTR12 proteins as encoded by the GFP-tailswap 101 

construct) that cause uniparental genome-elimination. C) Full diallel of all nuclear-plasmotype 102 

combinations. The diagonal line highlights the wild-type (WT) nucleotype-plasmotype combinations 103 

that were generated by crossing wild-type plants to plasmotype donors with the identical plasmotype. 104 

These wild-type nucleotype-plasmotype combinations are referred to as “self-cybrids”.   105 
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 We phenotyped the cybrid panel for absolute and relative growth rate, biomass accumulation, 106 

epinastic leaf movement, photosystem II efficiency (φPSII), non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) 107 

including rapidly relaxing (qE) and slowly relaxing (qI) components of NPQ, a reflectance-based 108 

estimate of chlorophyll, flowering time and germination under constant environmental conditions. In 109 

addition, to reflect more natural conditions we screened the panel under fluctuating light for all 110 

photosynthesis-related traits, and assayed germination rates under osmotic stress and after a 111 

controlled deterioration treatment. We also measured 41 primary metabolites using gas 112 

chromatography coupled with time-of-flight mass spectrometry (GC-ToF-MS). A total of 1008 113 

phenotypes were scored, counting individual metabolite concentrations and single time points in time 114 

series as separate phenotypes (Supplementary Data 1). Phenotypes with a broad sense heritability 115 

(H2) of less than 5% were removed from analysis, leaving a total of 906 phenotypes. To avoid 116 

overrepresentation of time series and highly correlated traits, we selected a subset of 34 117 

representative phenotypes (Supplementary Table 1) comprising 22 from constant growth conditions 118 

and 12 from fluctuating environmental conditions which we used for further analysis. The analysis 119 

using the full set of 906 phenotypes is included in the supplemental material.  120 

Comparison of self-cybrids with their genetically identical wild-type progenitors did not reveal 121 

any phenotypic differences (Supplementary Table 1) from which we infer that cybridization through 122 

uniparental genome elimination is a robust method to generate cybrids. To determine the relative 123 

contributions of nucleotype, plasmotype, and their interaction, to the observed phenotypic variation we 124 

estimated the fraction of the broad sense heritability (H2) explained by each. Across the entire panel 125 

the average contribution to H2 of nucleotype, plasmotype and nucleotype-plasmotype interaction was 126 

58.7%, 34.4% and 6.8% respectively (Supplementary Table 2 and 3; Supplementary Data 1). Most of 127 

the variation in the plasmotype was caused by the Ely plasmotype, probably arising from the mutation 128 

in its PsbA gene. When this plasmotype was excluded from the analysis, the nucleotype, plasmotype 129 

and their interaction account for 95.2%, 1.0% and 3.8% of the genetic variation (Fig. 2). So, while 130 

nucleotype-derived additive variation is the main genetic determinant of the cybrid phenotype, 131 

variation caused by cytonuclear interactions (epistasis) is almost four times larger than the additive 132 

effect of the plasmotype (p=0.000095). 133 

134 
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Figure 2. The nucleotype-plasmotype interaction explains more variation than the plasmotype. 135 

Distribution of the fraction of broad sense heritability (H2) for the three genetic components 136 

(nucleotype, plasmotype and the nucleotype-plasmotype interaction). Data given for 34 representative 137 

phenotypes. Dashed lines indicate the average H2 for each component; B) is a subset of A). See 138 

Supplementary Fig. 5 for plots on the complete set of 906 phenotypes.  139 
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140 
Figure 3. Plasmotype changes result in cytonuclear epistasis, except in the case of cybrids 141 

with the Ely plasmotype which show additive effects. Phenotypes of the 48 examined cybrid lines 142 

for A) PSII efficiency (φPSII) for electron transport  at 13.4 days after sowing (DAS) (n=24) B) Shoot dry 143 

matter biomass (g) at 30 DAS (n=12) C) NPQ at 17.96h into the measurement during constant 144 

environmental conditions of 200 µmol m-2 s-1 (n=4) D) NPQ at 66.79h into the measurement on the 145 

same plants as in C), measured at 496 µmol m-2 s-1 right after 1000 µmol m-2 s-1 (n=4). Error bars 146 

represent the standard error of the mean.  147 
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Though the total explained variance due to the cytonuclear interaction is only 3.8% on 148 

average, this interaction can be large for specific phenotypes or in specific cybrids. For example, as 149 

much as 7.2% of the total genetic variation for rosette dry weight (biomass) is explained by 150 

cytonuclear interactions. In the cybrid with a Bur nucleotype and Ler plasmotype (BurLer) this amounts 151 

to an increase of 23% in shoot biomass when compared to the wild-type BurBur cytonuclear 152 

combination (p=0.008). In another example, 9.7% of the total genetic variance for NPQ under 153 

fluctuating light is explained by cytonuclear interactions, with BurLer showing a 17.2% reduction as 154 

compared to BurBur. This effect is only triggered under more challenging conditions, since this 155 

difference in NPQ does not occur under continuous light (Fig. 3C and 3D). 156 

Considering that most of the observed phenotypic changes result from epistasis, and these 157 

are unique to specific nucleotype-plasmotype combinations, we sought to assess whether there are 158 

general patterns in how specific nucleotypes and plasmotypes interact. We therefore compared wild-159 

type nucleotype-plasmotype combinations with all their iso-nuclear cybrid lines (Table 1). The Bur 160 

nucleotype shows significant differences for 28 phenotypes when combined with non-native 161 

plasmotypes (excluding the Ely plasmotype) (Table 1). In contrast, Col and Sha show just one and 162 

three, respectively, thus within the scope of this panel their nucleotypes are most tolerant of genetic 163 

variation in the plasmotype. Conversely, cybrids with the Bur plasmotype show just three significantly 164 

altered phenotypes as compared to 21 in cybrids that have a Sha plasmotype. Sha, which is the most 165 

genetically distant plasmotype (Supplementary Fig. 3) in our panel, causes most significant phenotypic 166 

changes in combination with other nucleotypes. Thus, plasmotypes and nucleotypes differ in their 167 

likelihood of producing significant cytonuclear interactions, with genetic distance possibly influencing 168 

the extent of epistasis.  169 
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Table 1. Plasmotype changes cause significant changes in plant phenotypes. Significant 170 

changes in plant phenotypes between wild-type nucleotype-plasmotype combinations (self-cybrids) 171 

and cybrids with different plasmotypes for 34 selected phenotypes (Supplementary data 2 for 172 

underlying phenotypes). Rows indicate the number of significant effects when comparing self-cybrids 173 

to cybrids with identical nucleotype but non-native plasmotype. Columns indicate the changes when 174 

plasmotype is kept constant. Note that the ElyEly self-cybrid shows many significant changes 175 

compared with ElyXXX cybrids (bottom row) and that the XXXEly cybrids show many significant changes 176 

compared with XXXXXX self-cybrids (last column), which is due to the large-effect mutation in the 177 

chloroplast-encoded PsbA gene of the Ely plasmotype. Posthoc test done with Dunnet, α = 0.05. nd = 178 

not determined. For underlying p-values, see Supplementary data 2. Yellow cells indicate low numbers 179 

of significant changes; blue cells show higher number of significant changes. 180 
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The Ely plasmotype is unique in our panel because it contributes strong additive effects due to 182 

the lower quantum yield of electron transport caused by the PsbA mutation in its chloroplast. The 183 

PsbA mutation was selected for in response to the use of triazine herbicides along English railways 184 

from the 1960s onwards (Flood et al., 2016). Cybrids with the Ely plasmotype all have a lower PSII 185 

efficiency (Fig. 3A) and lower values for other photosynthesis related traits i.e. NPQ, qE and 186 

chlorophyll content (Fig. 3C and Supplementary Fig. 5). The reduced PSII efficiency (φPSII) is likely to 187 

be responsible for the concomitant reductions in biomass (Fig. 3B), growth rate and seed size 188 

(Supplementary Data 2). There is also a reduction in serine and glycine content of cybrids with Ely 189 

plasmotye, which is often associated with lower photorespiration and may result from reduced carbon 190 

fixation (Somerville and Ogren, 1980). In the presence of the Ely plasmotype we detected additive 191 

changes in 30 out of 34 selected phenotypes and changes in the  concentrations of 28 out of 41 192 

measured primary metabolites (Supplementary Data 2). Interestingly, the Ely nucleus shows a 15% 193 

increase in NPQ under fluctuating light conditions as compared to the average of all other nuclei in our 194 

panel (Fig. 3D). It is tempting to hypothesize that this results from a compensatory mutation to balance 195 

the 21% loss of NPQ conferred by the Ely plasmotype. Although, whether the high NPQ in the Ely 196 

nucleus then results from genuine co-adaptation, or whether it was a pre-existing nuclear trait that may 197 

have facilitated the selection for atrazine resistant chloroplasts we cannot say with our current dataset. 198 

We contrasted the transcriptome of the Bur, Ler and Ely accessions and their six reciprocal 199 

cybrids (Supplementary Data 3) to better understand the Ely additive effect and determine which 200 

transcriptional pathways changed in reciprocal cybrids between Bur and Ler for which we observed 201 

significant phenotypes for the BurLer cybrid line (see table 1). Replacing the native plasmotype with the 202 

Ely plasmotype in Ler and Bur changes the expression of 726 and 2230 of nuclear encoded genes. 203 

Unsurprisingly these genes are enriched for the GO term “photosynthesis” 204 

(GO:0006091)(Supplementary Data 3). Across all three nucleotypes only 23 genes are significantly 205 

differently expressed when either the Bur or Ler plasmotype is replaced by Ely. Only one of these 23 206 

genes, the pathogen response induced β-1,3-GLUCANASE 3 (BG3, AT3G57240), is always 207 

upregulated when the Ely plasmotype is present (Supplementary Table 6). β-1,3-Glucanases act in 208 

the degradation of 1,3-β-D-glucosidic bonds which are frequently found in cell walls of many fungi, and 209 

in callose, a plant polysaccharide consisting mainly of β-1,3-glucans (Chen and Kim, 2009). Callose 210 

degradation can improve cell-to-cell trafficking of nutrients and signaling molecules through opening of 211 
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plasmodesmata, although so far, BG3 has not been implicated in this (Zavaliev et al., 2013). The other 212 

22 genes have different directions of response depending on the nuclear background. For example 213 

expression of LUTEIN DEFICIENT 5 (CYP97A3), which encodes a heme-containing cytochrome P450 214 

involved in the biosynthesis of xanthophylls and important in NPQ, is downregulated in the Bur and Ely 215 

nucleotypes while upregulated in the Ler nucleotype. Thus, despite its additive effect on higher order 216 

phenotypes, the Ely plasmotype causes almost exclusively unique transcriptional changes in each 217 

nuclear background, highlighting that at the transcriptional level the Ely plasmotype effect is epistatic. 218 

In the case of changing the Bur plasmotype for that of Ler we detected no significant additive 219 

effects for any of the higher order phenotypes. Nonetheless, in the Bur nucleotype background, 820 220 

nuclear genes were differentially expressed between BurBur and BurLer (Supplementary Fig. 6). Of 221 

these genes, 13 were classified under the GO term “glutathione transferase activity” (GO:0004364) 222 

and 8 under “glutamate receptor activity” (GO:0008066). Glutathione transferases (GSTs) have 223 

evolved to perform a range of functional roles, amongst which they have been implicated in 224 

acclimation to high light (Lv et al., 2015). Glutamate receptor-like proteins remain largely undescribed, 225 

but are linked to non-selective cation channels involved in metabolic and defense signaling 226 

mechanisms (Forde and Roberts, 2014; Toyota et al., 2018; Nguyen et al. 2018). The epistatic nature 227 

of cytonuclear interactions implies that these transcriptional changes (and the accompanying 228 

phenotypic differences, including the 23% difference in plant biomass) can only be observed and 229 

understood within the context of the Bur nucleus. In the Ler nucleotype, the same Bur to Ler 230 

plasmotype change affects gene expression of only three genes, and does not cause any significant 231 

change in higher order plant phenotypes (Table 1). 232 

Our experiments have shown that a clean, systematic exploration of plasmotype variation in a 233 

plant species is feasible. The development of inducer lines for crop species would allow elite 234 

nucleotypes to be brought into new plasmotypic backgrounds to explore plamotype-nucleotype 235 

interactions and ultimately to optimize crop performance. Our data indicate that substantial gains in 236 

plant productivity can be made. We detected increases of as much as 23% for plant biomass, and a 237 

difference of 17.2% in NPQ under fluctuating light, which is increasingly recognized as important for 238 

plant productivity (Kromdijk et al., 2016). Exploring the potential of plasmotypic variation via the use of 239 

inducer lines is promising both for plant breeding and for understanding the ecological role such 240 

variation plays in plant adaptation (Bock et al., 2014; Dobler et al., 2014).  241 
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Materials and Methods: 260 

Plant materials  261 

Seven Arabidopsis accessions were chosen for the construction of a full nucleotype-plasmotype 262 

diallel. Ely (CS28631) is atrazine resistant due to a chloroplast-encoded mutation in PsbA which leads 263 

to a modified D2 protein that greatly reduces PSII efficiency (El-Lithy et al., 2005). Ws-4 (CS5390) was 264 

included for its unusual photosystem II phosphorylation dynamics (Yin et al., 2012). Bur (CS76105) is 265 

commonly used in diversity panels and is a standard reference accession. Sha (CS76227) was 266 

selected based on its capacity to induce cytoplasmic male sterility in some crosses (Gobron et al., 267 

2013). The set was completed by adding Ler (CS76164), Col (CS76113) and C24 (CS76106) which 268 

are three widely used genotypes in Arabidopsis research. Col is the reference genome for nuclear and 269 

chloroplast sequences and C24 for the mitochondrial sequence. The GFP-tailswap haploid-inducer 270 

(Ravi and Chan, 2010) is in a Col background.  271 

 272 

Generation of a nucleotype-plasmotype diallel 273 

To generate new nucleotype-plasmotype combinations, plants of all seven accessions (Bur, C24, Col, 274 

Ely, Ler, Sha and Ws-4) were crossed as males to GFP-tailswap (the Col plasmotype donor) as well 275 

as six newly generated haploid inducer lines (Fig. 1B). The haploids arising from these 49 crosses 276 

were identified based on their phenotype (as described in Wijnker et al. (2014)). These haploid lines 277 

were self-fertilized to obtain doubled haploid offspring (Fig. 1A). The resulting 49 lines comprise a full 278 

diallel of 21 pairs of reciprocal nucleotype-plasmotype combinations (cybrids) as well as seven 279 

nucleotype-plasmotype combinations that have the same nucleotype-plasmotype combinations as 280 

their wild-type progenitors (self-cybrids; Fig. 1B, diagonal). All cybrids and the wild-type accessions 281 

were propagated for one generation before use in further experiments, with the exception of ElySha of 282 

which the original haploid died and had to be recreated thus limiting our analyses to 48 rather than 49 283 

cybrids. Even though self-cybrids are genetically identical to their wild-type accessions, the parental 284 

lines were included in the screens to test for possible unforeseen effects of cybrid production (which 285 

involves a haploid growth stage). This brings the number of lines included in this study to a total of 55 286 

(41 cybrids, 7 self-cybrids and 7 wild types).  287 

 288 

 289 
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Genotype confirmation 290 

To confirm that all cybrids in our panel are authentic, all 49 cybrids and 7 wild-type progenitors were 291 

whole-genome sequenced at the Max Planck-Genome-centre Cologne (Germany) using Illumina 292 

Hiseq 2500 150-bp paired-end sequencing. The cybrids were sequenced at 8.5X coverage and the 293 

wild-type progenitors at 40X coverage. Reads were aligned against the TAIR10 reference sequence, 294 

including organellar sequences, followed by variant calling using SHORE and GenomeMapper 295 

(Ossowski et al., 2008; Schneeberger et al., 2009). For the nucleus we used a phred quality score of 296 

40, leaving 92022 SNPs and for the chloroplast used a phred quality score of 15, leaving 289 SNPs. 297 

46 cybrids were found to have the correct genotypes. With one line, BurWs-4, there was a sample mix-298 

up during library preparation with ShaSha. To confirm sequences we therefore used the Sha genotype 299 

(CS76382) from the 1001 genomes project (The 1001 Genomes Consortium, 2016). Two other lines, 300 

C24C24 and Ws-4Col, had a high number of heterozygous calls, which we attributed to sample 301 

contamination. To ensure that the sample mix-up and the putative event of cross-contamination 302 

occurred in the laboratory, we designed KASPTM makers (LGC, https://www.lgcgroup.com) and 303 

genotyped all lines. These KASPTM markers are chloroplast specific and were designed based on the 304 

obtained sequence data (Supplementary Table 7). All lines showed the correct genotypes, and no 305 

heterozygosity was observed in any of the lines, including C24C24 and Ws-4Col. In summary we 306 

confirmed that all 49 cybrids had the correct genotype. Unfortunately the ElySha used for sequencing 307 

died before setting seed and although it has since been recreated, it could not be included in our 308 

phenotypic analyses. 309 

 310 

Phenotyping 311 

Cybrids were phenotypically assessed using different platforms. Growth, PSII efficiency, chlorophyll 312 

reflectance and leaf movement (all parameters at n=24) was screened in the Phenovator platform, a 313 

high-throughput phenotyping facility located in a climate-controlled growth chamber (Flood et al., 314 

2016). This phenotyping platform measured the plants for: photosynthetic efficiency (φPSII) using 315 

chlorophyll fluorescence, reflectance at 480 nm, 532 nm, 550 nm, 570 nm, 660 nm, 700 nm, 750 nm 316 

and 790 nm, and projected leaf area (PLA) based on pixel counts of near infra-red (NIR) images 317 

(Flood et al., 2016). The growth chamber was set to a 10 h day/14 h night regime, at 20°C day and 318 

18°C night temperature, 200 µmol m-2 s-1 irradiance, and 70% relative humidity. The plants were grown 319 
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on a rockwool substrate and irrigated daily with a nutrient solution as described in Flood et al. (2016). 320 

Growth (n=24) and subsequently above ground biomass (n=12) was measured in another high-321 

throughput phenotyping facility (Kokorian et al., 2010), where projected leaf area was measured three 322 

times per day with 14 fixed cameras (uEye Camera, IDS Imaging Development Systems GmbH, 323 

Obersulm, Germany). This growth chamber was set to a 10 h day/14 h night regime, at 20°C day and 324 

14°C night temperature, 200 µmol m-2 s-1 light and 70% relative humidity. Plants were grown on 325 

rockwool and irrigated weekly with a nutrient solution as described before. Non-fluctuating and 326 

fluctuating light treatments were performed in the DEPI phenotyping facility (n=4) (Cruz et al., 2016). 327 

This facility is able to measure the chlorophyll fluorescence derived photosynthetic parameters, φPSII, 328 

NPQ, qE, qI. Three week old plants were moved into the facility, where they were left to acclimatize for 329 

24 hours after which three days of phenotyping was performed under different light regimes. On the 330 

first day the plants were illuminated with a constant light intensity of 200 µmol m-2 s-1. On the second 331 

day the plants received a sinusoidal light treatment where the light intensity began low and gradually 332 

increased to a maximum of 500 µmol m-2 s-1 light from which it deceased back down to 0. On the third 333 

day the plants received a fluctuating light treatment ranging between 0 and 1000 µmol m-2 s-1 light in 334 

short intervals. For further details see Cruz et al. (2016). Bolting time and flowering time were 335 

measured on all cybrids (n=10) in a greenhouse experiment in April 2017, with the exception of Ely 336 

nucleotype cybrids which needed vernalisation and were not included in this experiment. Additional 337 

lighting was turned on when the natural light intensity fell below 685.5 µmol m-2 s-1, and turned off 338 

when the light intensity reached 1142.5 µmol m-2 s-1, with a maximum of 16 h per day. 339 

Seeds for the germination experiments were stratified on wet filter paper for four days at 4°C 340 

before being assayed in the Germinator platform (Joosen et al., 2010) for seed size, germination rate 341 

and total germination percentage. All seeds were generated from two rounds of propagation. In the 342 

first round seeds were first sown in a growth chamber set to a 10 h day/14 h night regime, at 20°C day 343 

and 18°C night temperature. 200 µmolm-2s-1 light intensity, and 70% relative humidity. After three 344 

weeks they were moved to an illuminated cold room at 4°C for six weeks of vernalization. After 345 

vernalization all plants (n=8) were moved to a temperature-controlled greenhouse (20°C) for flowering 346 

and seed ripening. Exceptions to this were LerEly, LerWs-4, and ElyWs-4 for which no doubled haploid 347 

seed was available at the beginning of the first propagation round. LerEly and LerWs-4 were sown later, 348 

during the vernalization stage and flowered at the same time as the vernalized plants. ElyWs-4 349 
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produced haploid seed at a later stage and could not be included in the first propagation round. Plants 350 

were grown in a temperature-controlled greenhouse set at 20°C. In this round only lines with the Ely 351 

nucleotype were vernalized.  352 

 353 

Metabolomics 354 

Plant material for primary metabolite analysis was obtained from the ‘Phenovator’ photosynthetic 355 

phenotyping experiment. Plants were harvested 26 days after sowing, which due to the 10-hr 356 

photoperiod was prior to bolting for all lines. Samples were frozen in liquid nitrogen, and samples of 357 

each genotype were subsequently combined into four pools each made up of material of 358 

approximately six replicates. Each pool was ground and homogenized before an aliquot was taken for 359 

further analysis. Reference samples for the metabolite analysis were composed of material from all 360 

seven parents in equal amounts and then homogenized. The method used for the extraction of polar 361 

metabolites from Arabidopsis leaves was adapted from Lisec et al. (2006) as described by Carreno-362 

Quintero et al. (2012). Specific adjustments for Arabidopsis samples were made as follows; the polar 363 

metabolite fractions were extracted from 100 mg of Arabidopsis leaf material (fresh weight, with max. 364 

5% deviation). After the extraction procedure, 100 μL aliquots of the polar phase were dried by 365 

vacuum centrifugation for 16 hours. The derivatization was performed on-line similar as described by 366 

Lisec et al. (2006) and the derivatized samples were analyzed by a GC-ToF-MS system composed of 367 

an Optic 3 high-performance injector (ATASTM, GL Sciences, Eindhoven, The Netherlands) and an 368 

Agilent 6890 gas chromatograph (Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, United States) coupled to a 369 

Pegasus III time-of-flight mass spectrometer (Leco Instruments, St. Joseph, United States). Two 370 

microliters of each sample were introduced in the injector at 70°C using 5% of the sample (split 20). 371 

The detector voltage was set to 1750 Volts. All samples were analyzed in random order in four 372 

separate batches. The systematic variation that inadvertently is introduced by working in batches, was 373 

removed upon analysis of covariance. In this model the batch number was used as a factor (four 374 

levels) and “run number within a batch” as a covariate since it is also expected that (some) variation 375 

will be introduced by the sample run order within each batch. For this the S2 method described by 376 

(Wehrens et al., 2016) was used to perform the least-squares regression. After quality control and 377 

removing metabolites with more than 20% missing data and a broad sense heritability (H2) of less than 378 
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5%, we were left with data on 41 primary metabolites. Metabolites were identified based on the level of 379 

identification standard by the Metabolomics Standards Initiative (Sumner et al., 2007).  380 

Transcriptome analysis 381 

Using the same material as described in the metabolome analysis, total RNA was extracted from all 382 

nine reciprocal cybrids between accessions Bur, Ler and Ely, with three replicates per genotype, 383 

totaling 27 plants. Library preparation was done with a selection on 3' polyadenylated tails to 384 

preferentially include nuclear mRNA. Read alignment was done using TopHat (Trapnell et al., 2009). 385 

Any chloroplast and mitochondrial genes remaining were excluded from further analysis. The raw 386 

counts were normalized and analyzed using the DeSeq2 package in R (Love et al., 2014). Genes for 387 

which the expression levels were significantly different between two cybrids were determined by 388 

comparing two genotypes using the contrast function of DeSeq2. P-values were determined using the 389 

Wald test, and p-values were adjusted using the Benjamini-Hochberg correction (α=0.05). GO 390 

enrichment analysis was done using default setting in g:profiler Compact Compare of Annotations 391 

(g:Cocoa). The complete set of detected genes in each cybrid was used as a statistical background in 392 

the analysis (Reimand et al., 2016). 393 

 394 

Phenotypic data analysis 395 

We used the self-cybrids as our baseline in phenotypic comparisons to control for any possible effects 396 

of cybrid creation. Raw data was directly analyzed except for time series data of growth and 397 

chlorophyll reflectance which was preprocessed as follows. Time series data were fitted with a smooth 398 

spline using the gam function from the mgcv package in R (Wood et al., 2016). The fitted B-spline was 399 

subsequently used to derive several curve parameters. In addition, we calculated relative growth rate 400 

per time point by dividing the growth rate, relative to the plant size (Flood et al., 2016). All raw 401 

parameters and derived parameters were analyzed by fitting either a linear mixed model or a linear 402 

model. The linear mixed model was used when a random correction parameter was present, when 403 

such random correction parameters were absent a linear model was used. The models were analyzed 404 

using the Restricted Maximum Likelihood (REML) procedure for each relevant trait using the lme4 405 

package in R (Bates et al., 2015). As each experiment had a different design, several models were 406 

employed (Supplementary Table 4). The following model was generally used, in some instances 407 

random terms (underlined below) were added: 408 
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 409 

𝑌 =  𝑁𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 + (𝑁𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒) + 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 +  𝜀            (1) 411 

 410 

For every model, normality and equal variances were checked. Next for every phenotypic parameter it 412 

was determined whether an interaction model or a plasmotype additive model would suit best. This 413 

was done by ANOVA in which Kenward-Roger approximation for degrees of freedom was used. As 414 

posthoc tests we used Dunnett’s test, where we tested (two sided) whether a given cybrid was 415 

different from the self-cybrid control. The significance threshold for the posthoc tests was set at 416 

α=0.05. The contribution of the nucleotype, plasmotype and the interaction between the two, was 417 

determined by estimating the variance components in mixed models containing the same terms as in 418 

model (1). However the fixed terms were taken as random:  419 

 420 

𝑌 =  𝑁𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 + 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 + (𝑁𝑢𝑐𝑙𝑒𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒 ∗ 𝑃𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑚𝑜𝑡𝑦𝑝𝑒) + 𝐵𝑙𝑜𝑐𝑘 +  𝜀 , 421 

 422 

Where the variance components were estimated by the VarCorr function from the lme4 package. Total 423 

variance was calculated by summing all the variance components, after which the fraction explained 424 

variance for every term in the model was calculated. The broad sense heritability, in our case equal to 425 

repeatability (Falconer and Mackay, 1996), is determined by the three genetic components, i.e. 426 

nucleotype, plasmotype and the interaction, together. The fraction of broad sense heritability explained 427 

by the separate genetic components was calculated subsequently. 428 

In total we measured 1008 phenotypes. However many were highly correlated, particularly in 429 

the time series data. After data processing, further analysis was only conducted on phenotypes with a 430 

broad sense heritability higher than 5%, removing phenotypes that were non-informative, leaving with 431 

906 phenotypes. Furthermore, to avoid biases in the results due to overly correlated data, when 432 

stating summary statistics, we wanted to get a representative set of phenotypes from the remaining 433 

906 phenotypes (Supplementary Table 1). Using a threshold based purely on correlation would favor 434 

the inclusion of variation largely driven by the nucleotype, thus we sought to include a subset of time 435 

points from each time series. We therefore selected the following representative phenotypes. For time 436 

series in which we scored for up to 25 days after germination, we selected mornings of day 8, 13, 18 437 

and 23. The time series analysis of fluctuating light were only measured for three days in a row, with 438 
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each day a different treatment. As these treatments reached their extremes in the middle of the day, 439 

these time points were selected. For the different seed treatments we used the germination time until 440 

50% of the seeds germinated. In addition we included biomass, leaf movement, seed size and 441 

flowering time as single phenotypes. All data on the 1008 phenotypes are available in Supplementary 442 

Data 1. 443 

 444 
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